CSR 2020 report

OUR CSR COMMITMENT

Message from Vincent de Lardemelle
« The Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) at Nordprint has become a priority in a very short time. What happened ? Why
this quick evolution ?
Several indicators stimulated and helped us to embark on this great adventure. Nordprint works for many
institutions, public authorities, hospitals, ministries, municipal and departmental libraries. These public
institutions express their needs through open calls for tenders or amended procedure contracts. For more
than 5 years, they have introduced the criterion of environmental policy in the analysis of offers. When it
previously represented 2% of the selection criteria, it can now reach more than 30%.
There are also our individual convictions. Our collective feeling that the economy can marry with the
constraints of nature, that a shared harmony is possible. Nordprint employees have seized upon it in the
company but also in their private life.
Finally, the carbon footprint carried out by the B&L Evolution agency for Nordprint was an important
trigger in our awareness. Launched a year ago, it has enabled us to analyse our impact, define objectives
and initiate a CSR strategy to improve our environmental footprint.
At the start of this fiscal year and as we timidly emerge from containment linked to the COVID-19
epidemic, we are even more convinced of the importance of our environmental approach. This report
traces our analyses and actions over the past 12 months.
Good reading.»
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Our 6 objectives in CSR policy at
Nordprint
Know our
carbon footprint

Reduce the carbon
footprint of logistics

Rethink eco-responsible
packaging

Progress in our work habits
and value our employees

Integrate the CSR policy of
our suppliers into our
selection criteria

Support schools in Tunisia
with Mission Libraries
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1. Know our carbon
footprint
Edition of the first CARBON FOOTPRINT®
Understanding the environmental impacts has become a
priority within companies. To reinforce Corporate Social
Responsibility, Nordprint has decided to entrust the edition of
the Carbon Footprint to the consultant B&L Evolution.
After weeks of data collection and processing, Nordprint has
obtained quantified results. They made it possible to
determine what are the areas to improve.
Editing this CARBONE FOOTPRINT® is a real step in the CSR
process. Nordprint will deepen its changes in its value chain to
improve its environmental impacts while meeting the needs of
its clients.
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Carbon Footprint of Nordprint
In order to respond to energy and climate challenges, Nordprint wishes to carry
out an assessment of the greenhouse gas emissions of its 3 activities. This
chapter clarifies the methodology used and presents the results obtained.
1.

The scope chosen for the carbon footprint

2.

Overall results

3.

Focus on « Healthcare records »

4.

Focus on « Colour charts»

5.

Focus on « Binding »
B&L évolution – Bureau d’étude et conseil RSE – Energie – Biodiversité – Innovation – 2019 – © Tous droits réservés
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Methodology
► Scope and key numbers
 The Carbon Footprint covers a 12-month period from July to June. The
approach adopted was the operational control, that means the greenhouse
gases emitted by all the company's facilities are recorded.

 As part of the data collection and the calculation of greenhouse gas emissions,
Nordprint's three activities were analysed: healthcare records, colour charts
and book binding for libraries.
 In addition, the sites studied are the following sites: Nordprint, Sudprint and
Pacifique.

Some indicators

•

• 73,5 MWh of electricity
• 480 tonnes of raw materials
390 000 km of travel by employees and visitors
• 200 000 tonne.km de freight
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Methodology
► Items concerned

 The overall scope concerns the three activities studied and includes :
 Energy : electricity consumption ;
 Input : purchases of raw materials (paper, cardboard, adhesive, glue, pouche,
canvas, etc.) ;
 Freight : transport of raw materials to production sites and end-products to the
clients ;
 Trips : home-work and business trips for employees and visitors' travel ;
 Fixed assets : furniture, computer equipment, home appliances ;
 Waste : packaging from purchases, offcuts and other production waste ;
 End of product life : the end of life of products sold after use.
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Methodology
► Data collected and estimated
 We collected as much real data as possible from Nordprint. For some
incomplete or missing data, we have therefore made certain assumptions and
estimates to be able to assess the associated emissions. The calculation tool
used is the Carbon Footprint ® spreadsheet version 8.

Items

Data received

Unit

Activity concerned

Energy

• Electricity consumption

• kWh

Healthcare records,
colour charts and
binding

Input

• Raw materials
• Consumables

• ton
• ton

Healthcare records,
colour charts and
binding

Freight

• Road, sea and air transport of purchases
and products sold

• ton.km

Healthcare records,
colour charts and
binding
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Methodology
► Data collected and estimated

Item

Data received

Unit

Activity concerned

Trips

• Business trips
• Home-work trips
• Visitors’ travel

• km
• km
• km

Healthcare records,
colour charts and
binding

Fixed assets

• Computer equipment
• Furniture
• Home appliances

• number of device
• ton
• ton

Healthcare records,
colour charts and
binding

Waste

• Purchase packaging
• Offcuts and other production waste

• ton
• ton

Healthcare records,
colour charts and
binding

End of
product life

• Incineration, compost, storage

• ton

Healthcare records,
colour charts
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Results of Carbon Footprint

B&L évolution – Bureau d’étude et conseil RSE – Energie – Biodiversité – Innovation – 2019 – © Tous droits réservés
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Summary of results
► Equivalences
The overall Carbon Footprint of
Nordprint’s activities amounts to

756 tCO2e

Waste
0,4%
Trips
10,6%

Fixes assets
1,4%

It represents emissions from

Burning 1 700
barrels of oil

End of product life
0,5%
Energy
1,2%

88 laps of world
by plane
Annual carbon
footprint of 72
French people

Freight
23,5%

Purchases
62,4%

Sources : ADEME Carbon Footprint tool and statistics of
the Ministry of Ecological and Solidarity Transition
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Summary of results
► Emissions by items
 The fisrt item of emissions concerns purchases with 62% of total emissions.
The next two items concern freight and trips for a total of 34% of emissions.
Other account for around 4%.

Item

t CO2e

Relative share

Purchases

471

62,4 %

Freight

178

23,5 %

Trips

80

10,6 %

Fixed assets

11

1,4 %

Energy

9

1,2 %

End of product life

4

0,5 %

Waste

3

0,4 %

TOTAL

756

100 %
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Three dinsctinct activities
 The three activities studied during the data collection do not present the same
characteristics and have a different impact in the synthesis of this Carbon Footprint.

Healthcare records

Colour charts

Production of folders
(service folders, patient
folders, suspension
folders, folders with CD
holder) and registers

Production of colour
charts for decorative
paint, textiles, finearts, paper,
laminates…

Binding

Binding and
consolidation books for
library
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Summary of results

Healthcare records

637 t CO2e

Division of greenhouse gas emissions
greenhouse by emission items

Waste
0,4%
Trips
7%

Freight
20%

Fixed assets
1%

End of product life
1%
Energy
1%

Purchases
70%
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Summary of results

Colour charts

73 t CO2e

Division of greenhouse gas emissions
greenhouse by emission items

Waste
0,2%

Fixed assets
3%

End of product life
0,6%
Energy
2%
Purchase
19%

Trips
31%

Freight
44%
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Summary of results

Binding

Division of greenhouse gas emissions
greenhouse by emission items

45 t CO2e

Waste
0,2%

Trips
31%

Fixed assets
3%

End of product life
0%
Energy
3%
Purchases
26%

Freight
37%
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Reducing emissions : recommendations
Nordprint wants to strengthen the consideration of environmental issues
within the framework of its activity.
Committed to offering quality products, the company wants to continue its
approach to reducing its impact on the environment, both for its products
and in the choice of its eco-responsible partners.

B&L évolution – Bureau d’étude et conseil RSE – Energie – Biodiversité – Innovation – 2019 – © Tous droits réservés
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Recommendations
 Nordprint's action plan is based on three main levers :

 Set up an eco-responsible purchasing plan
 Optimizing the management of supplies and deliveries
 Reduce the trip footprint of employees
 The following pages list the actions that allow Nordprint to be part of a logic
of reducing its carbon footprint on these significant items.
 Additional recommendations are also given in terms of good practices.
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Recommendations
Set up an eco-responsible purchasing plan

Actions

Potential
reduction

Ease of
setting up

Favor recycled paper

High

Medium

Favor recycled cardboard boxes

High

Medium

Favor certified suppliers

High

Medium

Medium

Easy

Medium

Easy

Choose suppliers committed to a packaging reduction
approach
Buy refurbished equipment
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Reduce our purchasing footprint
Recommended
actions

Objectives

Carbon
impacts

Use recycled paper

Criterion integrated in 100% of calls
offers from 2019;
50% recycled paper in 2020 and
80% in 2030

64 tonnes of CO2
avoided per year from
2020,
103 tonnes in 2030

Recycled paper is
now up to 20%
more expensive

Action in 2019, 2020
and 2030

Use recycled cardboard instead
of new cardboard

Criterion integrated in 100% of calls
offers from 2019;
50% recycled cardboard in 2020
80% in 2030

0.5 tonnes of CO2
avoided per year in
2020, 0.8 tonnes in
2030

-

Action in 2019, 2020
and 2030

Choose suppliers with a
packaging reduction approach

Criterion integrated in 100% of calls
offers from 2019.
Reduce all packaging by 50% by 2025

0.3 tonnes of CO2
avoided per year on
packaging

-

Action in 2019 and
2025

Buy refurbished hardware and
favor the laptop

100% of new computers are refurbished
laptops

124 kg of C02 avoided
with each purchase of
a new refurbished
laptop
(Source: ADEME)

Average prices
between 30 and
50% lower than
new prices

Short-term action
(2020)

Favor suppliers of certified
products

Continue to call on suppliers of certified
products to avoid the degradation of
biodiversity through the purchase of
paper and cardboard in particular

-

-

Short-term action
(2025)

Financial
Temporality
resources
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Recommendations
Optimize the management of supplies and deliveries

Actions

Potential
reduction

Ease of
installation

Favor a choice of local suppliers

High

Medium

High

Medium

Encourage customers to group their orders

High

Easy

Group exports by department / region

High

Complex

Avoid exports on Saturdays and favor 1 single export on Monday
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Reduce your purchasing footprint
Recommended
actions

Objectives

Carbon impacts

Financial
resources

Temporality

Favor a choice of local suppliers

Criterion integrated in 100% of
calls for tenders from 2019
25% more European suppliers by
2025

Choosing a local supplier,
using a truck, saves nearly
one ton of CO2 per ton of
goods transported

Around € 290 more
per ton of products

Action in 2019 and
2025

Avoid exports on Saturdays and
favor 1 single export on Monday
by encouraging customers to
group their orders

One single export per week 50% of
grouped orders

10% reduction
the outgoing freight footprint

-

Short-term action
(2020)

Group exports by department /
region

50% of exports grouped by
department or region

-

-

Medium-term action
(2020)
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Recommendations
Reduce the travel footprint of employees

Actions

Potential
reduction

Ease of
installation

Favour videoconferencing

High

Easy

Reduce air travel

High

Medium

Train employees in eco-driving

High

Medium

Encourage employees to telework

High

Medium

Set up a fleet of electric bicycles or scooters to
very short distances

Medium

Complex

Replace official vehicles with vehicles with low
program

Medium

Complex
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Reduce the travel footprint of employees
Recommended
actions

Objectives

Carbon impacts

Financial
resources

Temporality

Favor videoconferencing

Reduce by 25%
business trips

19.6 tonnes of CO2 avoided

-

Short-term action
(2020)

Reduce air travel

Reduce the number of round trips
and people per round trip and
favor the train for short journeys

5 tonnes of CO2 could be
avoided

-

Short-term action
(2020)

Train employees to
eco-driving

100% of employees trained
on all sites

46g of CO2 less per km
travelled (ADEME), i.e. 5.6
tonnes of CO2 avoided

€ 1,500 for 50
employees

Medium-term action
(2025)

Encourage employees to
telework

50% of employees telework one
day per week. One day of
teleworking per month
videoconference

1.8 tonnes of CO2 avoided

-

Medium-term action
(2025)
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Reduce the travel footprint of employees
Recommended
actions

Objectives

Carbon impacts

Financial
resources

Temporality

Set up a fleet of electric bicycles
or scooters for very short
distances

Choose the electric bike instead
than the car for journeys of less
than 20km

For a 20km journey, a car
emits 5kg of CO2 while an
electric bike emits only 14g

An entry-level
electric bike costs
€ 1,400 which can
be amortized by the
price of gasoline

Long-term action
(2030)

It takes between
€ 10,000 and 15,000
for the purchase of
an electric or hybrid
vehicle

Short-term action
(2020)
Criterion integrated
into the specifications
for the replacement
of official vehicles

Choose low-emission vehicles
when renewing company
vehicles

Replace the Peugeot 2008 and 308
from Nordprint with low emission
vehicles

A low-emission car produces
only 97g CO2 per km
compared to 253g for an
average car, or 156g of CO2
avoided for each km
travelled.
6.5 tonnes of CO2 emissions
are avoided if all business
trips are made by this means
of transport.
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Surrounding with paper tape

1

2. Rethink
eco-responsible
packaging
Packaging and delivery are
major elements of the
company's carbon impact.
The packaging of finished
products has been
reinvented to be more
ecological and
sustainable.

Packaging represents around 45% of plastic uses. Nordprint
has implemented a solution to eliminate its plastic
packaging: the banding of its products from its waste paper.
A strip of paper surrounds the files in small packages before
putting them in the boxes.

Reusable blue boxes

2

Nordprint has set up reusable plastic boxes for the transport
of books.
So instead of consuming more than 500 cardboard boxes per
year for a library, we deliver the same number of books only
with 20 reusable plastic cases throughout the market. In
addition, the books are better protected.

Optimisation of cardboard boxes

3

Significant work has been done to rationalize the boxes
used. Instead of 20 different formats requiring stocks,
Nordprint has reduced its formats from cardboard boxes to
two unique formats.
These formats have been studied according to the standard
formats of our products, the space taken up on the pallets
and the improvement in the weight / volume ratio.
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3. Integrate the CSR policy of our
suppliers into our selection criteria
With more than 400 tonnes of paper printed per year, paper is Nordprint's number one purchasing item. In
2019, we introduced paper certifications in our criteria for choosing suppliers.

FSC label

PEFC label

It ensures the traceability of wood, from the
forest of origin to the labeled finished products,
including processing and marketing companies.
Considered the most credible by many NGOs like
Greenpeace and WWF, among others.

The PEFC label aims to respond to the principle of
sustainable development, defined at the Helsinki
Interministerial Conference which aimed at: "The
management and use of forests and woodlands, in
a manner and at an intensity such that they
maintain their biological diversity, their
productivity […] and that they do no damage to
other ecosystems ”.

The FSC label offers consumers the guarantee
that the forest products (wood and paper) they
buy come from forests that are sustainably
managed.
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3. Integrate the CSR policy of our
suppliers into our selection criteria
Stone paper: an ideal support for painting
applications
Nordprint obtains stone paper from the manufacturer
Mineral Print to produce its colour charts. Stone paper is a
material of mineral origin.

Stone paper: a 100% ecological material
The production of it does not require water or wood. This
represents a saving in water consumption of several
hundred thousand litters per 1 ton. Thanks to its
components, stone paper is therefore 100% recyclable.
Armen Paper's stone paper is Cradle To Cradle certified,
ensuring less use of chemicals that are safe for human
health and the environment.
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3. Integrate the CSR policy of our
suppliers into our selection criteria
PVC replaced by polypropylene
The incineration of PVC releases chlorine which binds to the heavy
metals present in the rest of the waste to form chloride salts.
Chlorine also causes the formation of dioxins and furans when
polypropylene is recyclable.
The protection of structures traditionally made from PVC films is
now carried out in most cases in polypropylene.
Nordprint educates libraries and media libraries on this subject.
We have initiated a research program with a polypropylene
manufacturer aimed at offering media libraries and libraries a
totally recyclable plastic within 2 or 3 years.
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4. Reduce the carbon impact of our
carriers
« Green » deliveries in Paris
Nordprint has partnered with La Tournée Verte to deliver books to libraries and media libraries in Paris. This carrier offers
responsible solutions that respect the environment and people. Their vehicles run on CNG (or Compressed Natural Gas)
distributed by Gaz De France.
This fuel is composed of methane (CH4). Its low carbon
content makes natural gas a “clean” fuel. Natural gas vehicles
allow a reduction compared to diesel vehicles of:
 25% carbon dioxide (CO2)
 55% nitrogen oxide (NOₓ)
 55% carbon monoxide (CO)
 65% ozone formation (O3)
Natural Gas also emits around 15% less greenhouse gases
today than gasoline fuel.
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4. Reduce the carbon impact of our
carriers
Shipping carriers that apply the Marpol charges
Part of Nordprint's production is carried out in Tunisia and therefore requires maritime
transport.
Nordprint has entrusted the management of its maritime transport to the company DACHSER
following its commitments in the application of the Marpol tax.
As of January 1, 2020, the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships
(MARPOL) corrected its amendments. The limitation of the sulphur content of fuel oil has been
revised downwards to 0.50% m / m (mass per mass) against 3.5% m / m previously. Reducing
sulphur oxide emissions helps reduce air pollution and provide a healthier environment.
This amendment concerns ships operating outside emission control areas of which the
Mediterranean Sea is part.
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4. Reduce the carbon impact of our
carriers
Make our customers aware of the reduction in the
number of deliveries
 Deliver 5,000 healthcare records in one go instead of 1,000 in
5 times
 Pick up and deliver 300 books in one go instead of 100 in 3
times
 Deliver 1,000 colour charts in one go instead of 500 in 2 times
Each time, this means less transport, limited deliveries and
therefore a reduced carbon impact.
Nordprint educates its customers at the start of the market and in
its price offers on the importance of adjusting their order
frequency. In consultation with them, we regularly take the
initiative to group together transports in order to improve the
carbon footprint of our activity.
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4. Reduce the carbon impact of our
carriers
Favour the postal network in the transport of our paint samples Peel & Stick
Stop the proliferation of transport services between the sample manufacturer, logistics platforms, storage
spaces and consumers! For our solution Peel & Stick paint samples, we provide a direct feed from the sample
manufacturer to the consumer.
Nordprint provides a mode of transport that responds
to the double question of sobriety, costs and deadlines :
the priority letter from the Post offers a deadline of
D + 1 in national and D + 2 in Europe.
This delay is not guaranteed, and the shipment is not
tracked. Yet it responds to our logic of simplicity and
sobriety in the means implemented.
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5. Progress in our work habits and value
our employees
Transformation of our working environment
Nordprint has undertaken to reduce energy consumption by
equipping its premises with energy-saving light bulbs and by
completely isolating the workspace.
In September 2019, the company also installed a wood stove in its
premises in addition to electric heating. Our electric heaters
operate from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m. The wood stove, lit every morning
by the employees on their arrival, takes over for the rest of the
day.
In the same year, major thermal insulation works for the offices
were carried out.
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Dematerialization of our exchanges

5. Progress in

our work
habits and
value our
employees

Reduction of the ecological
footprint of employees

Responses to dematerialized public
contracts

Some employees have to travel to foreign
countries or to other regions of France by
car, train or plane.

To respond to public procurement calls for
tenders, we send our offers and related
documents via the platforms.

Since November 2019, Nordprint has
installed videoconferencing equipment to
exchange views between employees,
customers and partners while considerably
reducing long-distance journeys.

We no longer receive orders by fax, only by
email. Faster and more organized
management and monitoring.
Invoices intended for public establishments
are dematerialized and deposited on the
Chorus platform (2 years before the legal
obligation for SMEs).
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5. Progress in our work habits and value
our employees
Train and develop the company's staff
Our profession as a craftsman and the diversity of materials to
be processed regularly leads us to have to develop our skills and
our know-how.
Nordprint regularly calls on outside consultants to train
operators on techniques for applying full or gradient paint,
canvas bonding, treatment of covers, material cutting, but also
the acquisition of skills in the mastery of digital communication
tools.
The development of employee know-how helps the individual
to flourish, enhances his presence in the company, develops
personal confidence and strengthens the company in its
technical and commercial positioning.
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5. Progress in our work habits and value
our employees
From apprenticeship to hiring
Although Nordprint is a small company, it was able to welcome and train 2 apprentices during their studies in
2019 and 2020.
ROBIN LAMBERT

Marketing and export manager

"After 18 months of training,
I particularly appreciated the
freedom to undertake
projects for which I was the
pilot. I am very happy to
continue my adventure with
Nordprint full time."

SOUHIR GASSAMA
Accounting assistant

"I did my BA in Accounting
Management as an
apprenticeship at Nordprint.
Thanks to this company, I
was able to develop and
acquire new skills in the field
and daily."
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5. Progress in our work habits and value
our employees
Business seminar
Every year, Nordprint holds a business seminar
for a week. A privileged moment when all
employees get together and can learn about the
company's situations and take stock of them.
It is also a time to share the past year and
participate in strategic decisions for the year to
come.
Look at the smiles ! It was in September 2019, in
Takrouna, at the top of a small village in Tunisia.
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6. Support schools in Tunisia with
Mission Bibliothèques
Nordprint has set up Mission Bibliothèques a partnership with Bibliothèques Sans Frontières,
Almadanya and Dachser to create French-language libraries in schools in disadvantaged regions
of Tunisia.
Bibliothèques Sans Frontières is an international association in the collection of books from
private donations. Nordprint employees went to Épône close to Paris at BSF warehouses to
finalize the selection of children's books, prepare the boxes and assemble the pallets.
Thanks to its partner Dachser, an international transporter, all of the books were shipped free of
charge from Bibliothèques Sans Frontières in France to Tunisia.
Almadanya, a Tunisian association working for children in disadvantaged areas, received the
books, ensured the distribution and the establishment of French-speaking libraries in four
Tunisian primary schools.
The Mission Bibliothèques project is also :
● give a second life to books that are no longer read and collected by Bibliothèques Sans
Frontières
● support children in accessing culture and learning the French language which is in the program
from the age of 7
To learn more : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QL0_GCYmct0&t=3s
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Our partners
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www.nordprint.fr

41 rue de la Croix - Harcelaines
80220 Maisnières
+33 (0)3 22 60 20 32

